Introduction
In LIONS [7] , TARTAR [12] and TEMAM [13] , we can find a methodic study about the weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1), for space dimension n. The uniqueness for the solution of (1.1) in this weak class was proved by LIONS-PRODE [6] , when n = 2. For n > 3 and more restriction on the solutions, there exists some results on the uniqueness in LIONS [7] (see Remark 1.2 after Proposition 1.3, Section 1, of this paper) SERRIN [11] . Concerning the regularity of weak solutions we can refer in GIGA [3] , , RAUTMANN [10] , (Cite their references). Some topics are shown in LERAY [4] , LIONS [8] . Our objective in this paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of regular solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations and certain growth of these solutions. Our notations follow LIONS [7] and MIZOHATA [9] . (1) 
